Evaluation of three new laser spectrometer techniques for in-situ carbon monoxide measurements: C. Zellweger, M. Steinbacher, and B. Buchmann Scientific significance (general comments): This is an interesting paper which provides very useful information on modern CO analysers suited for high-quality in-situ measurements of ambient air. It is interesting to note that even among the advanced instruments these days, there are considerable differences in their analytical performance. The instrument features have been carefully tested and are clearly and meticulously described and evaluated. This is new material, which is well structured and presented. The title clearly reflects the content of the paper and the abstract is a good summary of the manuscript. The paper should be of interest to a wider readership involved in CO monitoring -notably within the WMO/GAW community.
The manuscript deserves the status of excellent and should hence be accepted for publication after a number of minor revisions have been addressed. Most edits are related to English language and general expression. However, this does not compromise the scientific content.
Presentation Quality:
The scientific results are unpacked very methodically and presented in a clear and wellstructured manner. The Figures and Tables are very necessary On the whole, the text is scientifically well written, however, a few typos and English style of expression should be tidied up somewhat.
Concerning the Manuscript as such:
a) A few times "mixing ratio" is written, but mostly "mole fraction". Use uniform terminology. b) Spelling: "program" (Am. English) versus "programme" (Brit. English). Don't use a mixture of AE and BE.
c) The hyphenation is a bit unorthodox in many cases. The authors should carefully adhere to the rules of English grammar. 
